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INTRODUCTION

Scientific experiments need to be properly
designed to optimize the quality of the data
and the derived information. For a
pharmacokinetic (PK) study, this is often
referred to the allocation of the sampling
times after dosing (sampling schedule). The
definition of an optimal sampling schedule
is of particular importance when sparse
sampling is applied in population PK
studies. The objective is typically to define
the time points that maximize the accuracy
of the model parameters (i.e., minimizes
their SE). Among the most popular
approaches used for this aim is the D-
optimality criteria, in which the aim is to
minimize the determinant of the variance–
covariance matrix (1). This approach is
implemented in available software tools,
such as WinPOPT (2).

OBJECTIVES

To assess the efficiency of different
pharmacokinetic sampling strategies -
logistically constrained or optimal - and to
further assess these designs using
population analyses of simulated datasets.

METHODS

The pharmacokinetics of an hypothetical
compound was described using a 2-
compartment open model. The parameters
were: ka 1h-1, CL 650 L/h, Vc 4500 L, Q 785
L/h, Vp 12800 L; intersubject and residual
variabilities were assumed log-normal and
proportional, respectively. The compound
was assumed to be given every 48 h.

Two designs for the collection of plasma
samples were considered:

1.{0.5, 2, 4 h after the first dose; predose,
0.5, 2, 4 h at steady state}

2.{1, 6, 12 h after the first dose; predose,
1, 6, 12 h at steady state}.

The two designs were evaluated using the
WinPOPT software (2). The same program
was used for selecting an optimal sampling
schedule.

Simulations (n=500) were performed using
NONMEM (3) with the above model and
parameters; plasma concentrations were
extracted at relevant times and used to
estimate population/individual parameters,
which were compared with the „true' ones.
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RESULTS

Output of WinPOPT:
Design 1 Design 2

The Design 2 had an efficiency (“criterion
ratio”) equal to 170% of Design 1.

Output of WinPOPT: Optimal design

With this number of samples the identified
optimal design was: {3, 9, 22 h post-dose
in Cycle 1 Day 1 and pre-dose, 0.2, 3, 3 h
post-dose in Cycle 2 Day 1}. The optimal
design had an efficiency equal to 336% of
Design 1.

When the optimization was focused on CL
and Vc only (while other parameters were
fixed), Design 2 and optimal design were
30% and 345% more efficient than Design
1, respectively.

In spite of more uncertainty in the
parameter estimates, the non-optimal
designs provided population and individual
parameters in reasonable agreement with
the true values in all cases.

Population clearance in particular was
estimated with low bias (-6%) also with the
least efficient schedule. Bias for Vc was
generally higher, but still within 20%;

larger bias were observed for ka and IIV.

RESULTS – CONT’D

% Bias of population parameters

Summary statistics of % bias of individual
parameters

CONCLUSIONS

The minimization of the uncertainty around
parameters can be an aim of the design of
a study (e.g., in pediatric PK studies).
However, when accurate individual PK
parameters have to be used in a sequential
PKPD approach, bias should be also
considered. The available optimality
sampling design tools are useful in
exploring the precision given a sampling
schedule and proposing schedules to be
assessed using simulations.
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